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Attestations
Instructional Schedule







Teacher interaction with students is predictable, sufficient to support schedule.
Teacher availability for students (e.g. office hours schedule) is planned in advance, predictable, sufficient for student
progress, clearly defined, and published in the student syllabus.
Students can access instructional support from teachers when needed, direct instruction is delivered by teachers, and
students know how and when they can interact with their teachers.
Students are provided clear means to engage with academic material on a daily basis.
Student IEPs are followed regardless of learning environment such that students with disabilities receive a Free, and
Appropriate Public Education (FAPE).
Student academic work ensures engagement that is equivalent to direct content work that a student would be engaged
in over a normal school year. As guidance, this direct work with academic content matches or exceeds the following
average daily minimums across all subjects:
·

Half day PreK – 90 instructional minutes

·

Full day PreK – 180 instructional minutes

·

K through 5th grade – 180 instructional minutes

·

6th through 12th grade – 240 instructional minutes

Materials Design


District has adopted a full, TEKS-aligned curriculum can be executed in an asynchronous remote learning
environment. This includes:
o Assessments that ensure continued information on student progress remotely

o




Instructional materials that support a coherent, logical course sequence that reinforces concepts at appropriate times
to ensure continuity of learning remotely
o Instructional materials consistently reinforce concepts at appropriate times to ensure retention of knowledge in
asynchronous environments
Instructional materials include specifically designed resources and/or accommodations and modifications to support students
with disabilities and English Learners in an asynchronous environment.
There is a plan to ensure district adopted instructional materials are used during instruction and in the hands of students.

Student Progress








Expected student progress in remote asynchronous learning is planned in advance, defined by day, and ties to the
overall course coverage in the course syllabus.
Daily, trackable student engagement exists to ensure curricular progress in asynchronous learning. Curricular progress
can be measured through any of the following means:
o Data from the Learning Management System (LMS) showing progress made that day
o Curricular progress evidenced from teacher/student interactions made that day
o Completion and submission of assignments planned for that day
Districts have systems to measure academic progress of all students to inform instructional practice in an
asynchronous environment.
o Progress monitoring includes all students and can be done in any proposed at-home scenario (digital or print)
Student feedback is provided from instructor at least weekly in asynchronous learning environments including next steps
or necessary academic remediation to improve performance.
School grading policies for remote student work are consistent with those used before COVID for on campus assignments

Implementation




Campuses plan for and implement professional development calendars with specific supports for asynchronous
instruction. These include the following for educators:
o Provide introductory and ongoing content-focused, job-embedded training linked to chosen asynchronous curricular
resources
o Cover all grade levels and content areas that are participating in asynchronous learning
o Develop content knowledge to help educators internalize the asynchronous curriculum and analyze and respond to
data with the use of the instructional materials
o Explicitly cover asynchronous remote instructional delivery and use of the asynchronous learning platform and/or
learning management system
Districts provide explicit communication and support for families in order to support asynchronous work at home.

Open Responses
Instructional Schedule: Describe (or attach a description of) the structure of your asynchronous schedule highlighting any
differences by grade level and/or content area.
All PK-12 students participating in remote learning will follow a regular school day schedule, which includes a blend of remote
synchronous and remote asynchronous instruction. In both virtual formats, students/teachers are expected to be actively
engaged in learning/teaching TEKS-aligned curriculum. Active engagement will be defined by daily student participation in a
minimum of two or more core subjects at the elementary level, a minimum of three or more core subjects at the junior high level and
a minimum of four or more core subjects at the high school level. Students will participate in a combination of live, interactive
classes and self-paced online coursework delivered by the teacher through Google Classroom. The schedules for each level are
below.
Remote Synchronous Instruction - Two-way real-time/live, virtual instruction between teachers and students when students are
not on campus. Examples include: Live interactive classes with students and teachers participating real-time through a Google Meet,
teacher supported work time in predetermined groups through video conferencing, and/or scheduled online assessments.
Remote Asynchronous Instruction - Instruction that does not require having the instructor and student engaged at the same
time. Examples include: Self-paced online courses through Google Classroom with intermittent teacher instruction, pre-assigned
work with formative assessments and/or feedback opportunities through the LMS, and watching pre-recorded videos of instruction
with guided support.

Summarize how your instructional schedules meet the criteria:

Component

Explanation

What are the expectations for daily
student interaction with academic
content?

Students are expected to engage in the scheduled content daily with a blend of remote
synchronous and remote asynchronous instruction. The student schedules are determined
by designated time blocks of instruction, and active engagement will be defined by
participation in a minimum number of core subjects each day. Students also have
additional time built into their daily schedule to complete non-core and elective
content. During the day, students will have access to all classroom lessons, activities,
assignments, schedules, resources, and assessments through Google Classroom; with
Google Meets and Nearpod as support systems.

How will you ensure all student groups
and grade levels will have the opportunity
to engage in approx. a full day of
academic content every day?

Students will receive a schedule in Google Classroom that outlines daily schedules,
expected learning activities, and assignments for completion.
PreK students will receive a minimum of 180 minutes of actively engaged instruction as
reflected in the student schedule. Grades K-5 students will receive a minimum of 240
minutes of actively engaged instruction. Daily schedules are designed to provide instruction
in each of the core subject areas and follow routines similar to a face to face schedule.
Elementary student engagement will be defined as being actively engaged in 2 or more
core subject areas and will be documented by the classroom teacher.
Students in junior high and high school will receive a minimum of 250 minutes daily of
remote synchronous and remote asynchronous instruction. Active engagement will be
defined by daily student participation in a minimum of three or more core subjects at the
junior high level and a minimum of four or more core subjects at the high school level.
Students at the junior high level will follow a block schedule for content delivery. In this
setting, students will attend their first period daily and follow their even or odd periods for
the remainder of the day. Additional time is built into 4th and 5th periods daily for
scheduled interventions, along with guidance lessons to support social and emotional
learning. Students at the high school level will participate in a maximum of seven periods

daily. Additional time is built into 5th period for scheduled interventions, along with
guidance lessons to support social and emotional learning.

What are the expectations for
teacher/student interactions?

All PK-12 students will follow a school day schedule, which includes a blend of remote
synchronous and remote asynchronous instruction. In both virtual formats,
students/teachers are expected to be actively engaged in learning/teaching TEKS-aligned
curriculum. Students will be expected to complete and turn in daily work, or show progress
(as determined by the teacher) on their work, to receive credit for the day.
Students will interact with teachers daily via multiple mechanisms:







How will teacher/student interactions be
differentiated for students with additional
learning needs?

Morning classroom meetings held synchronously with the teacher to greet students
and preview expectations for the day.
All students will engage in daily remote synchronous teacher instruction for core
content subjects and designated electives.
All students will engage in daily remote asynchronous learning activities provided by
the teacher of elective classes.
Small group learning and/or RtI groups will support individual learning needs
through live synchronous instruction.
Classroom teachers will provide frequent daily feedback to students and conference
individually with students as needed.
Additional instructional expectations have been developed to meet the needs of
students with disabilities and English Learners.

Teachers will strive to meet the needs of all students in a variety of ways. Small group
instruction is built into the schedules to provide consistent and intentional time for all
students to receive differentiated instruction according to individual needs. These needs will
be identified through teacher observation and feedback as well as the use of adaptive
computer programs.

The district has developed instructional expectations and guidelines for students receiving
Special Education and 504 services, English Learners (ELs),, and Gifted and Talented (GT)
to be coordinated by campus and district specialists. These guidelines are listed below.
General special education and 504 guidelines:










Students are actively engaged in daily instruction and feedback opportunities
through a remote synchronous and remote asynchronous format.
Daily and/or weekly schedules will be provided (when appropriate) to students and
parents which includes an explanation of the activities during the designated time
blocks of instruction.
Instructional materials to include IEP related materials will be provided to parents
(when appropriate).
Students in Resource and/or Co-Teach classrooms will receive services as
specified by their IEP for time and frequency of interaction between student/teacher.
Students receiving Dyslexia instruction will receive services as specified by their
IEP or IAP.
Individual students may elect to receive special education services face-to-face on
the campus.
Individual students may receive in-home services (when appropriate).
The ARD committee will make final educational decisions regarding provision of
special education services.

General EL guidelines:







Students are actively engaged in daily instruction and are provided opportunities for
meaningful interactions through a remote synchronous format.
Teachers are trained on 7 Steps Sheltered Instruction Strategies.
Teachers include content and language objectives in their daily lessons.
Students will be provided speaking opportunities using resources such as Flip Grid.
Elementary materials for students participating in the Dual Language One Way and
Two Way programs will be provided in Spanish.
Dual identified students: English learners who are also served through special
education will continue to receive special education and related services from the
special education staff at the home campus as specified by their IEP or IAP.

General GT guidelines:




Teachers will receive their GT 30-hours of training and relevant updates in summer
professional development and throughout the year.
GT students at elementary campuses will receive services from the designated
campus specialist at least once per week.
GT students at secondary campuses will receive services through Advanced
Placement (AP) and Alvin ISD Pathway to Advancement (APA) courses in a remote
synchronous format.

Google Classroom will be used, district-wide, for instructional delivery; with support from
Google Meets and Nearpod. Google Meets will be used for the live lessons and for video
conferencing. Nearpod will assist lesson delivery and formative assessments for attaining
student progress measures on the standards taught. Teachers and students will also utilize
a variety of online resources and programs to ensure interactions are differentiated. The
Imagine Learning (PK-8) instructional software for literacy and math is adaptive to
specialized needs and student abilities. Students will use these programs daily to receive
differentiated instruction and practice. The NWEA/MAP (2nd-5th) software will be used to
identify student strengths and deficits in both math and literacy and that data will be used to
provide differentiated instruction during small groups, RtI time, tutoring time, and other
remedial and enrichment time periods. The IXL instructional software will be used to
differentiate mathematics learning in grades 9-12.

Key Requirement Material Design: Describe how your instructional materials support your asynchronous environment, including
how all students can access instructional materials.

Subject/ Course

Math
Instructional
Materials

Grade
Level(s)

Instructional
Materials

1-5th Imagine
gr
Math Facts

2nd5th
gr
1st5th
gr

Imagine Math

HMH Go
Math/Think
Central

Progress Monitoring
and Assessment

YES
Unit assessments
that are TEKS based
will be given to
monitor progress

District Created
Curriculum &
Resources

Mentoring Minds
- Think Up

What resources are included to
support students with
disabilities?

Differentiation and
scaffolding supports are
embedded within the
curriculum.
Accommodations and/or
modifications will be
provided to students based
on their individualized
education plan.
Unique Curriculum: a digital
curriculum for fundamental
skills students (PK-12)

.
3-5th
gr

Is it
TEKS
aligned?

Google Read & Write:
Google extension that
provides accommodations
for students to access
materials in all content areas
to foster independence. (PK12)
TeachTown: Curriculum
framework to provide digital

What resources are
included to support
ELs?

Content and
Language
Objectives
Teacher Training
on 7 Steps
Sheltered
Instruction
Strategies
Teach students
what to say when
they don’t know
what to say
Have students
speak in complete
sentences
Randomize and
rotate when calling
on students

912th
gr

Larson
(PreCalculus)

9th
gr

IXL

912th
gr

Algebraic
Reasoning
(teacher edition)

elements to support
alternative TEKS for
fundamental skills students.
(PK-12)

Use total
response signals
Use visuals and
who's who
vocabulary
strategies
Have students
participate in
structured
conversations
Have students
participate in
structured reading
and writing
activities
Flip Grid (online
speaking practice)

912th
gr

McGraw-Hill
(Algebra 1,
Algebra 2,
Geometry)

K12th
gr

District Created
Curriculum &
Resources

Videos with
captions
(Edpuzzle, etc.)

K12th
gr

Science
Instructional
Materials

PK

District created
Assessments

STEMscopes

including PreK
Early
Explorers

K-12

9-12

912

STEMscopes

McGraw Hill

Pearson (now
Savvas
Learning)

District created
Assessments

Differentiation and
scaffolding supports are
embedded within the
curriculum.
Accommodations and/or
modifications will be
provided to students based
on their individualized
education plan.
Unique Curriculum: a digital
curriculum for fundamental
skills students (PK-12)
Google Read & Write:
Google extension that
provides accommodations
for students to access
materials in all content areas
to foster independence. (PK12)
TeachTown: Curriculum
framework to provide digital
elements to support

Content and
Language
Objectives
Elementary
materials for the
students that are
in print are in
Spanish.
English Language
Development
strategies:
7 Steps Sheltered
Instruction
Strategies
Teach students
what to say when
they don’t know
what to say
Have students
speak in complete
sentences

9-12

HMH

alternative TEKS for
fundamental skills students.

Randomize and
rotate when calling
on students
Use total response
signals

9-12

9-12

PK12

Cengage

CK-12

District
Created
Curriculum &
Resources

Use visuals and
vocabulary
strategies
Have students
participate in
structured
conversations
Have students
participate in
structured reading
and writing
activities
Flip Grid (online
speaking practice)
Videos with
captions
(Edpuzzle, etc.)

Social Studies
Instructional
Materials

YES
PK2

3-5,
8

Social Studies
Weekly

Savvas (Pearson)

6,
1012

Cengage

7, 9

McGraw Hill

PK12

District Created
Curriculum &
Resources

District created
assessments that are
TEKS based will be
given to monitor
progress.

Differentiation and
scaffolding supports are
embedded within the
curriculum.
Accommodations and/or
modifications will be
provided to students based
on their individualized
education plan.
Unique Curriculum: a digital
curriculum for fundamental
skills students (PK-12)

Content and
Language
Objectives
7 Steps Sheltered
Instruction
Strategies
Teach students
what to say when
they don’t know
what to say
Have students
speak in complete
sentences

Google Read & Write:
Google extension that
Randomize and
provides accommodations
rotate when calling
for students to access
materials in all content areas on students
to foster independence. (PKUse total response
12)
signals
TeachTown: Curriculum
framework to provide digital Use visuals and
vocabulary
elements to support
strategies
alternative TEKS for
fundamental skills students.
Have students
participate in
structured
conversations
Have students
participate in

structured reading
and writing
activities
Flip Grid (online
speaking practice)
Videos with
captions
(Edpuzzle, etc.)

ELA
Instructional
Materials

YES
PK8

HMH
Imagine Learning
(Imagine
Language and
Literacy/
Imagine Reading)

912

PK12

McGraw Hill,
Study Sync

District Created
Curriculum &
Resources

Built in progress
monitoring to adapt
lesson for
personalized learning

District created t
assessments that are
TEKS based will be
given to monitor
progress.

Differentiation and
scaffolding supports are
embedded within the
curriculum.

Accommodations and/or
modifications will be
provided to students based
on their individualized
education plan.

Unique Curriculum: a digital
curriculum for fundamental
skills students (PK-12)
Google Read & Write:
Google extension that
provides accommodations
for students to access

Steps Sheltered
Instruction
Strategies
Teach students
what to say when
they don’t know
what to say
Have students
speak in complete
sentences
Randomize and
rotate when calling
on students
Use total
response signals

materials in all content areas Use visuals and
to foster independence. (PK- vocabulary
12)
strategies
TeachTown: Curriculum
framework to provide digital
elements to support
alternative TEKS for
Fundamental skills students.

Have students
participate in
structured
conversations
Have students
participate in
structured reading
and writing
activities
Flip Grid (online
speaking practice)
Videos with
captions
(Edpuzzle, etc.)
Content and
Language
Objectives

Provide additional explanations of how your instructional materials meet the criteria if needed:

Component

Explanation

How will materials be designed or will be
adapted for asynchronous instruction,
ensuring coherence and retention on
knowledge

Virtual students will follow the same scope and sequence as face-to-face students.
District created curriculum and assessments are being adapted to include digital
resources to accommodate and support online instructional practices. Face to face
and virtual students will have access to the print materials and digital tools needed to
engage in daily learning opportunities and complete independent activities.
Our instructional software resources and adopted textbooks have corresponding
digital components that will provide access to virtual students. All instructional
materials are aligned to Texas TEKS and will be made available to students through
our LMS, Google Classroom. These instructional materials, the use of Google
Classroom and formative assessment techniques will be used to monitor student
progress.
Curriculum documents include extensions and accommodations to meet the diverse
needs of learners with Gifted and Talented, Special Education, English Language
Learners.

What additional supports (in addition to
resources listed above) will be provided
for students with disabilities and ELs?

Supports for students with disabilities:






All students receiving virtual instruction will be assigned a special education case
manager (special education teacher) who will oversee the provision of special
education and related services.
Teachers of students in specialized programs will provide instruction to parents for
implementing IEPs through the use of video modeling, phone or virtual conferences,
and email communication.
All materials related to the students’ instruction and IEPs will be provided to parents
weekly.



In addition, these teachers will be providing a daily schedule to parents to include
both synchronous and asynchronous activities.

Support for ELs:
Elementary:
Teachers continue to provide support for ELs using a virtual implementation of the 7 Steps for
Sheltered Instruction. Through Google Classroom, as the LMS, teachers will provide students
with digital access to:







Sentence stems
Teacher timer
Posted Content and Language Objectives
Voice to text answers
Draw it Tool
Word Banks

The Talk Read, Talk Write lesson structure will be implemented virtually to support ELs
academic language development through listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
In PK-5, students serviced in Bilingual classrooms will continue to receive instruction in their
native language through virtual instruction equal to that of students receiving face-to-face
instruction. EL students will have access to all instructional materials in both English and
Spanish.
Junior High ESL Classes (new comer students 0-3 years in US schools):
·
ESOL 1 & ESOL 2 – ESL teacher will continue to teach using hands-on
materials, Sheltered Instruction Strategies, videos, Google classroom, and online
resources including National Geographic Inside textbook and online resources
·
Reading 1 & 2 – ESL teacher will continue to teach using hand-on materials,
Sheltered Instruction Strategies, videos, Google classroom, and online resources
including Imagine Language and Literacy and Imagine Reading online resources

·
Language Development - ESL teacher will continue to teach using hands-on
materials, Sheltered Instruction Strategies, videos, Google classroom, and online
resources including National Geographic Inside the USA textbook and resources
·
ESL Writing - ESL teacher will continue to teach using hands-on materials,
Sheltered Instruction Strategies, videos, Google classroom, and online resources
High School ESL Classes (new comer students 0-3 years in US schools):
·
ESOL 1 & ESOL 2 – ESL teacher will continue to teach using hands-on
materials, Sheltered Instruction Strategies, videos, Google classroom, and online
resources including National Geographic Edge textbook and online resources
·
Reading 1 & 2 – ESL teacher will continue to teach using hand-on materials,
Sheltered Instruction Strategies, videos, Google classroom, and online resources
including Read 180/System 44 Universal online resources
·
Language Development - ESL teacher will continue to teach using hands-on
materials, Sheltered Instruction Strategies, videos, Google classroom, and online
resources including Cambridge University Press Prism textbook and online resources
·
ESL Writing - ESL teacher will continue to teach using hands-on materials,
Sheltered Instruction Strategies, videos, Google classroom, and online resources

Key Requirement Student Progress: Describe (or attach a description of) how you’re tracking student engagement and progress in
your asynchronous environment.

Component

Explanation

What is the expectation for daily
student engagement?

Students will access Google Classroom daily to find lessons and independent activities to be
completed to demonstrate engagement. Students can show engagement in the following
ways:






Synchronous instruction in a Google Meet with the teacher (live instruction)
Completing self-paced, adaptive lessons from District adopted software programs
(see materials section)
Completion of asynchronous assignments or independent practice activities
Submitting pictures of assignments and completed tasks
Student-teacher progress check through:
o email or Google Classroom
o Phone call

Students are expected to engage in a variety of daily activities (synchronous and
asynchronous) and through that engagement, teachers will track attendance at a designated
time each day. However, students who are absent during designated attendance times can
still be counted present by completing and turning in assignments after school
hours.Teachers can amend attendance for up to three days.

What is the system for tracking daily
student engagement?

Students' daily active engagement will be tracked in Google Classroom and Skyward
(attendance). Students are expected to participate in rigorous, TEKS based instruction and
activities. Teachers will log their attendance using one of the following methods:





Attendance during a synchronous Google Meet session, represented by the Google
Meet log
Asynchronous completion of daily activities assigned by the teacher (ex: completion
of a NearPod, assignments uploaded to Google Classroom)
Interaction with teacher via email, tutoring or small group instruction
Interaction through digital tools and software programs (see materials list) that adapt
to students needs and show progression through TEKS

Daily attendance must have a date and time stamp for documentation purposes. In order for
virtual students to be counted present for the day, a student must meet the following criteria:




How are the expectations for daily
student engagement consistent with
progress that would occur in an oncampus environment?

Elementary: actively engaged in 2 or more core subjects (daily)
Junior High: actively engaged in 3 or more subjects (daily)
High School: actively engaged in 4 or more subjects (daily)

To maintain consistency among face-to-face students and virtual students, access to all
digital platforms and tools (Google Classroom, Google Meets, Nearpod, etc.) will be the
same. Due to the expected transition of students from virtual to face to face (and vice versa)
throughout the year, all students will be instructed using the digital tools within Google Suite
to build their digital toolbox. These tools will be used to track student progress and allow
teachers to provide feedback and interact with students in a virtual or face-to-face setting.
In addition, students who fall below a 90% attendance for the time that the course is offered
will not receive credit for the course, regardless of level of “engagement”, consistent with oncampus expectations. These methods require engagement that is consistent to an oncampus learning environment because they mimic the ways in which students would interact
with their teachers and classmates on-campus through duration, learning objectives
achieved, activities completed, and coursework.

What is the system for tracking student
academic progress?

Progress Monitoring for virtual students will mirror those given to face-to-face instruction
students. Virtual teachers will use a digital platform to administer the assessments for virtual
students.
PK-5th grade will use several assessments to track progress:








Every 9 weeks, Guided Reading levels are tracked to monitor growth of Reading
development
Circle PK: PK assessment used twice per year to monitor student progress in early
literacy and math foundational skills
TX-KEA: Kindergarten assessment used three times per year to track student
progress in foundational math and literacy skills. TX-KEA will be also be used to
screen each kindergarten student for Dyslexia
TPRI/Tejas Le: First and Second grade Literacy assessment used three times per
year to track student literacy development and screen for Dyslexia
NWEA MAP: 2nd through 5th grade students will be assessed using the NWEA MAP
assessment to track and monitor progress.
Small group instruction is built into the daily schedule for all PK-5 students. If students
are not making adequate progress, they will receive differentiated instruction during
this designated time to reduce learning gaps and increase mastery of TEKS.

6th-12th grade:






Teachers will use a variety of formative assessments, formal assessments, or
tracking tools to provide students with weekly feedback on their learning progress.
(examples: student conferences, small group instruction, etc)
Teachers will engage students in creating personal progress tracking tools to track
and monitor their own mastery of TEKS.
Curriculum Based Assessments will be used to monitor progress at the end of each
grading period.
Students not making adequate progress will have the opportunity to attend virtual
tutoring sessions multiple times per week.

TEA Interim Assessments: In RLA and Social Studies, TEA Interim Assessments (where
available) will be used to monitor understanding and mastery of grade level TEKS for
students in 3rd through 10th grade.
District will continue to implement official grade reports:






Standards Based Report Cards (PK-2) Every 9 weeks, students Mastery of TEKS
will be evaluated using District developed Rubrics and will be communicated to
parents
Report Cards (3-12): Every 9 weeks, students' mastery of TEKS will be
communicated through report card grades. Grades are periodically posted in
Skyward. Parents and students should regularly monitor grades and progress.
Progress Reports (PK-12): Interim reports on student progress toward the mastery
of TEKS will communicated the sixth week of every grading period

Students will have passing grades at the end of each grading period (failure to have passing
grades may result in non-enrollment in virtual learning and enrollment in face-to-face learning
at the student’s assigned school for the following grading period).

What is the system for providing regular
(at least weekly) feedback to all
students on progress?

Teachers will collect data from formative assessments using digital tools such as NearPod,
Jamboard and Google Meet. Teachers will provide direct feedback to students using the data
from various assessments. Weekly, specific feedback from teachers to students is
conducted through a variety of methods, such as Google classroom, completed assignments,
or small group instruction. Regular feedback will allow students to have a clear
understanding of their academic progress on a consistent and frequent basis.

Key Requirement Implementation: Describe specific supports for educators and families to implement effective remote
asynchronous instruction.
Summarize how your professional development for educators will support asynchronous instruction:

Component

How will both initial and ongoing,
job-embedded educator
development opportunities occur?

Explanation

Description of roles discussed below:
Technology Integration Specialist (TIS) - supports and develops the use of technology as a tool
to support teaching and learning. Serves as a coach to assist teachers in implementation and
integration of technology. (district-level employee)
Curriculum Coordinator - provides training and coaching that builds the capacity of campus
instructional coaches and teachers; leads the development of district curriculum, assessments,
and professional learning centered on curriculum implementation. (district-level employee)
Curriculum Director - evaluates and provides leadership for the instructional program of the
district; responsible for the development, implementation, and maintenance of sound curriculum
and instructional services. (district-level employee)
Instructional Coach - works alongside teachers to be reflective of how their teaching practices
support students’ learning through consistent use of student progress measures and
observational data. (campus-level employee)
Alvin Virtual Learning Teacher (AVL Teacher) - an Alvin ISD teacher whose primary teaching
responsibility is with students who are enrolled in the district’s online learning platform - AVL.
(campus-level employee)

Initial professional learning for AVL:

Staff

Timeline

Training

All Teachers

June-July

Prior to determining we would provide
an AVL platform, curriculum
coordinators and TIS team developed a
summer academy virtual training for all
teachers with a focus on differentiation
of instruction in order to best meet the
needs of our students after the
interruption of learning due to the
spring closure. The virtual training used
the platforms of Google Classroom,
Google Meet, and Nearpod as the
asynchronous resources. All teachers
completed the summer academy
training during the months of June-July
through the leadership of campus
instructional coaches.

All Teachers

Launched
week of July
20 – to be
completed by
Aug. 7

Beginning and Advanced Google
Classroom training was launched
virtually with all teachers on the week
of July 20. All teachers were to
complete this training by Aug. 7. With
varying teacher needs for the level of
Google Classroom training, teachers
and principals were to determine if
individual teachers should complete the

Beginning training or the Advanced
training. Many teachers chose to
complete both.

Curriculum
Coordinators

July 8

Initial training for Alvin Virtual Learning
(AVL) started with our TIS team doing
advanced training with our curriculum
coordinators on using the platforms of
Google Classroom, Google Meet, and
Nearpod on July 8 to develop virtual
lessons with built-in student progress
measures.

AVL Teachers
and Asst.
Principals who
will supervise the
AVL Teachers

Week of July
20

Initial AVL training for AVL teachers
started the week of July 20 and was
provided by the TIS team and
curriculum coordinators. The
asynchronous resources training
included the platforms of Google
Classroom, Google Meet, and
Nearpod. AVL teachers were also
trained by the curriculum coordinators
on content-specific virtual lesson
planning using district curriculum
documents.

Principals and
District Leaders

July 29

Expectations for AVL teachers were
presented by curriculum directors.

All Teachers

Aug. 11

Training on distinct expectations for the
set-up of Google Classrooms.

AVL Teachers

Week of Aug.
17

AVL Q&A and additional support
sessions will be held by the TIS team –
numerous time offerings during this
week.

Ongoing, Job-embedded professional learning for AVL:
AVL teachers and the curriculum directors held a Google Meet on Aug. 3 to discuss the daily
schedule for AVL students. Use of the asynchronous resources within the daily schedule were
discussed.
During the 8 days of professional development prior to students returning to school, campus
instructional coaches will lead grade level and/or department PLC meetings and will work with
teachers to develop their virtual lessons aligned with the district curriculum.
AVL teachers will use a site developed by the curriculum team to share virtual content they are
creating for specific units of study. There are collaboration tools built into the site so that teachers
can work with each other and our curriculum coordinators to support virtual student needs.

Support will be provided for AVL teachers to administer district assessments to their students and
how to use that data to create intervention groups, where needed, and differentiated instruction
for students based on TEKS progress.
Week of August 24-28 (first week of school) - AVL Q&A sessions will be held at various times
throughout the day by the TIS team. Teachers can engage in these sessions during their
conference periods or after school. After the first week of school, we will assess if additional
sessions like this need to be scheduled to support AVL teachers.
August 2020 - May 2021 - Curriculum coordinators will offer monthly planning sessions for AVL
teachers; in collaboration with campus instructional coaches.
September 2020 - May 2021 A professional development needs assessment will be sent through
a survey at least 4 times (each grading period) to all AVL teachers to assess current, real-time,
training needs. Based on the data from these surveys, curriculum coordinators and directors will
design mini-sessions on the specific areas brought forth by the AVL teachers. The trainings will
be differentiated to meet the various ongoing training needs that are anticipated. As an example:
teachers may need additional support on Google Meet features as Google continues to add more
features in the coming weeks.

How will professional development
experiences develop educator
content knowledge to support
internalizing the asynchronous
curriculum and analyzing and
responding to data?

The professional learning opportunities described above will give AVL teachers tools for
developing their virtual lessons using the asynchronous resources of Google Classroom, Google
Meet, and Nearpod. Each training will give teachers the ability to utilize the resources within the
context of specific content areas.
Throughout each of the training sessions, student/teacher feedback tools will be highlighted in
order to prepare teachers for designing their lessons with consistent, embedded formative
assessment pieces just as they would do for face-to-face lesson development. There are
expectations that teachers consistently utilize the collaboration tools within the Nearpod platform
to leverage student progress on the learning standards (TEKS). The ongoing AVL teacher
meetings with district and campus support leaders (campus instructional coaches, district
curriculum coordinators and curriculum directors) will provide teachers with instructional

knowledge to adapt their virtual lessons to respond to students’ needs based on lesson progress
measures as well as district assessment results.
Based on the student progress measures, the campus instructional coaches and curriculum
coordinators will determine how best to respond to the instructional needs. The needs will
determine if support is needed from other AVL teachers, instructional coaches or curriculum
coordinators.

Describe your communication and support plan for families engaging with asynchronous learning:

Component

Explanation

How will you communicate the
expectations for asynchronous
instruction to families?

Communication with parents will be facilitated through platforms such as the Alvin ISD
website, “Let’s Talk”, Facebook Live, parent newsletters, and direct communication with
classroom teachers via email, text, or phone calls.
The district webpage includes an FAQ document to answer the most frequently asked
questions regarding remote synchronous and asynchronous instruction. The district website
also includes a parent webpage providing a detailed list of resources and support. A
Facebook Live session was held on Aug. 5 to address parent questions and provided
parents an opportunity to ask “real time” questions. Follow-up sessions will be held
throughout the school year to keep parents informed and answer relevant questions.
Our most powerful point of contact with parents is the expectation that teachers
communicate directly with parents to keep them updated on expectations and student
progress. Each schedule was developed with time allotted for individual conferencing with
students or parents. Parents will also be encouraged to contact the teacher(s) if they have
a question or concern. Each campus also has a designated administrator to oversee virtual
learning. This individual will serve as a valuable resource and liaison between students,
teachers, and parents.

What are the expectations for family
engagement/support of students?

Families will serve as valuable partners in the virtual learning experience. Through district
and campus communication, parents have been asked to help with providing students a
dedicated space to work and assist with academic transitions that are ageappropriate. Families are expected to support their students by engaging in the following
activities:








What additional supports, training, and/or
resources will be provided for families
who may need additional support?

Parents are to view any related district-created training and/or “how to” videos on
navigating Google Classroom. These videos are featured in the AVL link on the
district website.
Provide daily instructional support to the student to complete their work in the
designated time blocks for instruction.
Support the use of technology tools to help access instruction and communicate any
concerns with technology to the teacher or campus designee.
Parents are expected to maintain communication with the classroom teacher and
attend any virtual parent conferences requested by a teacher.
If the student elects to take courses such as CTE that may require a face-to-face
component, the parent/guardian will provide transportation (when appropriate).
If the student is required to attend campus for assessment purposes related to
requirements for advanced coursework, the parent/guardian will provide
transportation (when appropriate).

District staff will continuously monitor multiple platforms and respond to parents in a timely
manner. The district saw an increase of family/community usage of the “Let’s Talk” platform
during the summer months when we began communicating our reopening plan. District and
campus personnel will continue to respond to all inquiries within 48-72 hours.
The district will continue to produce helpful parent resource videos and conduct future
Facebook Live events in order to update parents and answer/address any current questions
or concerns. The FAQ document on the district website is updated continuously as new
information is received, and the updated sections are dated and highlighted so that parents
can quickly find new or updated information.

Meals for qualifying AVL students will also be provided by the district Child Nutrition
department. Backpacks with supplies will be provided to families who applied for
assistance. The district Book Bus will distribute books in high needs neighborhoods, and all
students will have access to campus library books as well as district ebooks. Additionally,
small mini libraries have been installed at various locations throughout the district to provide
a ready supply of books for students and families.
All families will have access to counseling services through their campus and will be
assisted by district resources as needed.

